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It's that time of 
year again.  Are 

you ready for the 
new season?
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With bees sometimes fl ying several miles from the hive in 
search of nectar, it’s hard to guarantee that any wax or honey 
is organic. To source any signifi cant volume of pure wax, we 
decided to look in areas of the world with traditional agriculture 
that doesn’t rely on pesticides or herbicides. 
We found a supply of wax from rural Ethiopia and the good 
news was that when tested, the results came back showing 
zero contaminants and adulterants. 

Visit our shop: Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB

www.beekeeping.co.uk       0844 326 2010         info@beekeeping.co.uk

✔ Free from all known pathogens 
(including Nosema, European and American Foulbrood)

✔ Premium super wax sheets with 
thicker cell wall

✔ Produces accurate 5.4mm 
worker cells

✔ Available to fit our full range of frames 

Watch our video online:WWW.BEEKEEPING.CO.UK/WAX-VIDEO

Have you tried our sterilised 
wax foundation?

This is what our 
customers say...

“After 25 years as customers of NBS, we were delighted to be able to buy 
their own brand sterilised foundation. The foundation is manufactured by 
NBS to the highest standards and we found our bees thrived on it.”

The purest cut comb wax from

...nothing added in, nothing taken away!

➔

Once we melt it down and sterilise it to also remove the risk of any pathogens, we are happy 
that we are left with the purest wax that we can provide - perfect for cut-comb wax foundation.

visit www.beekeeping.co.uk/cut-comb-wax

4853_NBS_Devon Beekeeping Mag A5_Special_series_advert_170x265_new.indd   1 03/03/2020   09:16
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Buzz Word
Viv Thorn, DBKA Chair

Here we are in the throes of Spring with blossom and flowers 
everywhere, but still rain and wind making life very difficult for our 
bees. Please remember to heft your hives regularly and feed if 
necessary. 

We had a South West Beekeeping Forum (SWBKF) recently. 
Ruth Neal, our Vice-Chair, attended with me as Devon 
representatives together with Barry Neal as a guest. The SWBKF 
is a gathering of Associations from all over the South West of 
England from Cornwall to Avon and as far east as Salisbury. It’s 
a talking shop to enable Associations to share ideas, although the Forum has no 
powers in its own right. However, SWBKF recently organised an AHAT meeting in 
Somerset, which was an excellent day and was well attended by beekeepers from 
Devon. It is essential that all of us have a strong AHAT team, ready to tackle the 
impending invasion.

Unfortunately, but not unsurprisingly, Devon County 
Show has been postponed until 28th - 30th August.  This 
is Friday, Saturday, Sunday.  These dates have been 
carefully chosen to ensure they do not clash with other 
local agricultural shows.

Those who have already entered classes need do 
nothing - the entries will be carried forward.  Devon 
County Show are contacting all those who have already 

entered and offered them a full refund if they are unable to attend in August.  The 
online entries system is currently closed but will be re-opened as soon as they have 
re-evaluated the classes.  In all probability, the Honey Classes will remain the same.  
Anyone who wishes to submit a postal entry can do so at any time.    The deadline 
for entries will be late July - I will confirm the exact date when I know.  

If you have volunteered to steward and still intend to do so then you need 
do nothing.  If you are now unable to steward please contact Maggie Heal at 
dcsvolunteers@outlook.com to let her know.  If you would like to steward in August 
please let Maggie know - she will be delighted to hear from you.

Of course, the situation will be monitored and hopefully the Coronavirus threat 
will have subsided by that time.  As changes occur - and it seems that things are 
constantly changing - I will keep you informed either by email through the County 
messaging system eReturn2, or an updated piece in next month’s magazine.

I wish you all well at this difficult time.  If you have any problems or questions about 
the Show please do not hesitate to contact me at lizwestcott@me.com.

Devon County Show Postponed
Liz Westcott
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Once again, Holsworthy put on its ever-popular Spring Convention which was very 

well attended. Dr Anthony Williams updated us on bee colony winter losses from the 
last few years.  Paula Carnell gave quite a unique presentation on her approach to 
beekeeping, which included asking her bees how much honey they would let her 
take from them! The third speaker was Professor Stephen Martin who updated us on 
his latest research into varroa including how some bee colonies seem to be able to 
sense the varroa in the cell and remove the pupa, thus denying them a food source. 
As ever, lunch was excellent and it was great to catch up with fellow beekeepers from 
throughout the county and further afield.  More on this excellent event by Deirdre 
Conniss later on in this magazine.

Sadly, we have had to cancel this month’s DBKA Executive meeting, for a variety 
of reasons.  First it clashed with the South Devon Honey show and secondly, people 
are naturally reluctant to travel and congregate when the Corona virus numbers are 
increasing daily. However, we hope to be able to conduct the Executive business 
virtually, as there are important things to decide. In particular, in the last few months, 
there have been a number of developments, which have been difficult to resolve.

 One was conflict amongst members within a Branch. In order to help resolve any 
similar situation should this occur in the future, we are planning to introduce policies 
on Code of Conduct, Conflict Resolution and Prevention of Harassment as well 
as amend the DBKA Constitution to clarify the process for members transferring 
between Branches and for suspension or expulsion of members. When finalised, 
these will be on our website.  This all might sound a bit drastic, and, hopefully, we will 
seldom, if ever, need to use these policies, but they will make life a lot easier if they 
are in place.
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Another problem that occurred is that one of our Branches has been repeatedly 

criticised on social media because it has chosen to import queens. The attack has 
come from an organisation which is not part of Devon Beekeepers, but to which 
some of our members belong. The BBKA position is that they discourage the 
importation of queens. DBKA has not formally discussed this and so does not have a 
position statement. However, whatever your own views are on home grown or foreign 
queens, importation of queens is not illegal and beekeepers are quite within their 
rights to do so, provided importation requirements are adhered to. Our Executive 
Officers are fully committed to giving support to the Branch in question and are 
attempting to meet with representatives from the external organisation to try and find 
a way forward that halts the negative comments and allows all beekeepers to raise 
their colonies in a way which they find most effective. We may soon be far too busy 
fighting off invasive species such as the Asian hornet, to worry about which particular 
sub-genus of Apis Mellifera we favour.

I hope members will have now received the new passwords for the DBKA website. 
(These changed on 1st February.)  If you have not received the new passwords, 
you can obtain them from your Branch Secretary or DBKA Delegate. Can I also 
remind members to be careful when emailing? The DBKA’s members’ directory is 
password-protected and the data contained within it is confidential and is subject 
to GDPR rules. So, although it is OK to email members or groups of members, the 
addressee(s) should be in the Blind Copy box, not the To or Copy box. That way, 
names and email addresses are kept safe and will be unable to be forwarded to 
any third parties. Can you please also make sure that all Branch newsletters or 
magazines include a phrase which says that articles contained within this publication 
are the views of the author and may not necessarily coincide with views or policies of 
DBKA.

Finally, I would like to make a plea to all those experienced and erudite beekeepers 
in the county to give a little of your time to help support a Beekeepers Forum on our 
website. The idea is that members can send in their query which will then be sent to 
our expert panel and an answer, or range of answers, will then be posted. I believe 
this will be a great resource for our beekeepers and help with further education. So, 
please get in touch with me at viv.thorn@icloud.com if you would like to help.  If we 
had one bee guru from each Branch, the workload would not be onerous, but the 
rewards would be great.  It would be helpful if you could also send dates of major 
branch events for the year to our webmaster, so that these can be published on the 
website and avoid future clashes.  

Many thanks, keep well and safe and happy beekeeping!

What's This?

Can you identify this piece of beekeeping equpment 
photographed from underneath?  Answer on page 75.
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A Visit to Arataki Bees
Janie Smallridge

Following three weeks over Christmas and the 
New Year visiting my sister and family in Western 
Australia (where none of my requests to visit bees 
were followed up), I moved on to North Island, 
New Zealand, for a week with my son (who is fed 
up with Brexit and trying to emigrate) and then 
11 days with a school friend on the East Coast.  
She and I and her 93-year old mother visited 
the local family-owned beekeeping operation, 
Arataki Bees, which has a shop with educational 
facilities for visiting schools.  The facilities include 
one wall of observation hive glass containing five 
six-foot high sets of hive frames, eight outdoor 
demonstration hives, and huge extraction and 
production facilities. 

Owned by the same family since 1944, we 
were lucky enough to have the bees opened 
up by a great granddaughter of the founder, 
who then chatted with us afterwards.  The 
commercial beekeepers now employ 23 full-time beekeepers, have 9,000 hives, 
and mechanically extract their own honey, in addition to the honey of surrounding 
hobby beekeepers.  We arrived as two buses from a cruise ship in Hawkes Bay were 
completely filling up the shop.  Fortunately, they left after 10 minutes and we were 
able to find out the afternoon schedule of opening up the hives.

As with all the other locations where I've observed hives (Cape Town, Estonia, 
Australia, Florida and Tenerife) they are totally standardised on Langstroth hives, 
but in addition, they don't use supers.  Since I've already decided that a full National 
super of honey is too heavy for me, I asked in awe how on earth they lift a full 
brood box of honey, Langstroth size, and was told that New Zealand men are 
strong!  However, my friend tells me that she's seen them using hoists on their 
trucks.   Regardless, the solution is that the mechanised extraction is only set up 
for brood frames.  All the commercial beekeepers keep four hives, opening in four 
different directions, on a pallet, with a single (metal-only) roof which covers them all.  
Obviously, this means that all four hives must always be the same height, but I guess 
that the time saved being able to lift all four with a fork lift truck makes it worthwhile.

Hawkes Bay is the fruit growing area of New Zealand and much of the income 
comes from moving the hives around to pollinate the cherries, kiwi, apples, apricots, 
plums, etc.  There is also plenty of eucalyptus and other native trees to provide a 
prolific source of pollen and nectar.  There is an active port where the cruise ships 
offload their tours (to Arataki Bees) and from which exports of fruit and honey travel.  
Exports are mainly to China, and the country is now worried about the effects of 
the US–China trade deal, where the US has to increase their agricultural exports to 

Janie in front of NZ Parliament Building - 
The Beehive
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China by 100% within a year.

I was also intrigued by the plastic frames 
used.  They apparently last longer with the 
mechanisation, but in the spirit of  'greenness' 
the company are planning on gradually changing 
back to wooden frames, and just keeping 
plastic foundation.  Normally Arataki Bees 
would use queen excluders, but the young lady 
demonstrating to the public had requested that 
the 'public hives' didn't have them so that the 
top brood box didn't have to be lifted off, and 
the frames could still demonstrate brood and 
honey.  She gave an excellent demonstration, but 
unfortunately her microphone wasn't sufficiently 
amplified, so we couldn't really hear her 
explanations.

We had already tasted all ten of their honeys, 
and I was surprised how delicious the manuka 

honey was.  She told me that there has been a dramatic drop in the value of bees 
since the government was able to test for 80% minimum manuka content.  There is 
another close relation of the tea tree family called kanuka, and since it tastes very 
similar and has similar medical properties to manuka (apparently better for treating 
rosaceae), and grows in similar areas, beekeepers had just included it all under 
the manuka label before.  Having 
to rearrange things so that it is 
separate has lowered the overall 
value of bees and their products.  I 
was told the story of one girl who 
had paid her way through University 
by raising and selling nucs in her 
summer holidays (£1,000 each), but 
that this would no longer be possible 
with the lower values.

Manuka honey changes colour 
very quickly, so they have to be 
quick and sell it fresh, when it is still light in colour.  The colour is very important to the 
New Zealand and Asian market who want light honey only.  Within a year, manuka 
has gone dark, but still tastes and acts the same!  Apparently the Asian (mainly 
China) market has a very sweet tooth and imports huge quantities of New Zealand 
honey.  I have brought back a packet of manuka seeds from Wellington Botanical 
Gardens for my own attempts.

Anyone keeping bees must have an annual inspection from a certified inspector 
who will check for American Foul Brood (there is no EFB), and this is not cheap.  
There have been problems in the area with one beekeeper who was infecting all the 
neighbouring hives, and our guide said that all hives within a 15km2 area had been 
burnt.  Varroa reached North Island in 2006, but only reached South Island in 2010.  

Langstroth hive showing tin covering 
with no reinforcing structure

Plastic frame - Langstroth size
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Since it is so recent, no resistance has 
built up to any of the treatments.  Lucky 
Australia say that they don't have any 
varroa!  They also use plastic foundation, 
almost exclusively, which made me think.  

Working on my friends' hive, I couldn't 
figure out the plastic entrances shown 
in the photo. Each can be turned to 
supposedly close them off (maybe to 
just a single bee space) in wasp season, 
but that still left three entrances to be 
guarded!  I was also surprised that it 
seems normal to only have a 'tin' roof, which really didn't seem strong enough to 
pile all the boxes on top.  Unfortunately, since the hive was new and they had no 
experience, I didn't have an opportunity to find out more.  My friends' hive had totally 
drawn out a brood box of plastic foundation and filled it with brood and honey in just 
two weeks before I arrived.  I was most impressed!

Coloured plastic swivelling entrances

Arataki Bees educational facilities

6-frame overwintered nucs with local bred queens. £170.00 collection only. For 
more details and to order, please contact Imogen – Artemis Bees 07910 235891 or 
email: imohall@yahoo.co.uk  
Honey for sale  The Newton Abbot Branch have honey for sale at £4 per lb in 30lb 
tubs (approx weight). If you are interested please contact Ruth Mountford by e-mail at 
rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk  
Pure Torbay Honey 30lb (appox) buckets. £100 per bucket plus £5.00 bucket 
deposit.  Telephone 01803 851552 evenings

For Sale
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Asian Hornet Queen Monitoring
Simon O'Sullivan, AHAT Area Co-ordinator

Devon raised  
Nucs and Queens 

Locally adapted bees and queens 
raised in Devon over many years.  

Not imports! Good temper, 
productivity, and health.  

Available June & July 
Blackbury Honey Farm, East Devon 

www.blackburyfarm.co.uk 
01404 871600 

Queen £40 

6 frame Nuc £220 

We are well aware of the threat to our bees and all our pollinating insects from 
the Asian Hornet. At this time of year overwintering queens may be coming out of 
hibernation.  Please help to prevent this insect 
becoming established.

Queen monitoring is planned from 13-30 April.   As 
part of the countywide initiative to raise awareness of 
the problem, we are asking you to:
1 Set up a bait station and monitor for Asian 
hornets

In its simplest form a bait station is easily set up as 
a shallow dish, with tissue or kitchen roll soaked in 
AH attractant placed on an upturned bucket. The bait 
station should not be in your apiary, but somewhere sunny, and ideally in a position 
where it is easy to observe.

We are not asking you to watch constantly but try and set aside time in the day for 
observing. Those  of you who choose to use monitoring traps, please ensure they are 
regularly checked and any by-catch released.

If you have some basic handiwork skills 
you may like to make a wick bait station, 
which is protected from the weather and 
uses less attractant.

Branch AHAT Co-ordinators should have 
a supply of hornet attractant available to 
members. 
2 Help spread the word 

DBKA AHAT has produced an Asian 
hornet ID card and an A5-size poster, ideal 
for a noticeboard.  Each branch should 
have stocks of these available. If you see 
a noticeboard in a Village Hall, Church, 
School or elsewhere, please make sure it 
has an Asian hornet poster on it.
3 Take action

Should you yourself see a hornet, try 
to take a sample in an insect catch net 
or else hit it with a tennis racket.  Then 
transfer to a jar and put in the freezer 
for an hour.  Take a photograph of the 
sample, or, if you cannot obtain the 

Asian Hornet on a Bait Station
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sample, photograph the hornet on the bait. Send any photos and your report to 
alertnonnative@ceh.ac.uk.   

And of course let your branch AHAT coordinator know.
If you are unsure of the correct identification or need help with any aspect of this 

advice, get in touch with your Branch AHAT Co-ordinator and ask for help.
It is a good idea to download the Asian Hornet Watch App onto your tablet, phone 

or laptop. This is the quickest way to report a sighting.
Up to date information on the Asian hornet can be found at www.ahat.org.uk.  (If 

you would like to test your Asian hornet knowledge why not try the online training quiz 
to be found on the site?)   

Examples of Wicking Bait Stations: Colin Lodge's version on left

(Many thanks to Colin Lodge for his design specs)
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Quality supplies 

Neopoll - 1kg pack: £3.95 
               18kg box: £66.00 

(fondant with pollen) 

Neopoll C - 1kg pack - £4.40 
                   18kg box - £79.95 

(double pollen) 

ApiInvert 14kg pail: £29.50 
(inverted sugar syrup) 
 

Insulated Metal 
Roof £28 
(2kg in weight) 

We can also supply individuals, groups and associations with very 
good rates on bulk and wholesale purchases and pallet deliveries. 

www.parkbeekeeping.com       02086 949960       info@parkbeekeeping.com       London       Est. 1985 

Hives • Extractors • Motor Conversions • Filtration • Tools/Sundries • Fondant • Poly Insulated Roofs • Bulk Orders  
plus all other beekeeping needs 

Those taking their BBKA Basic 
Assessment this summer can now pay the 
fee (£20) online at the BBKA web shop.  Go 
to https://www.bbka.org.uk/shop and click 
on Exam Payments.  

Important: an Exam Application form must 
be completed and sent to Tim Allen, Devon 
Examinations Secretary.  The order number 
will be your Receipt Number.  

The Exam Application form can be downloaded 
from BBKA website or the Devon Beekeepers 
website Education page.

BBKA ask that you pay online if you can, rather 
than telephoning.  Paying for exams coincides 
with the swarm season, and the office staff are 
often busy dealing with swarm calls.

Paying the Basic Assessment Fee Online
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Holsworthy Convention
Deirdre Conniss

Holsworthy Beekeepers' 
Convention on 22nd February 
focussed on Bee Health.  Dr 
Anthony Williams from De 
Montfort University led off.   He 
represents COLOSS in the UK; 
COLOSS is an international group 
of beekeepers which collects data 
on colony losses. 

Anthony stressed the 
importance of beekeepers sharing 
such data, as it provides the raw 
material for research aimed at 
protecting the honey bee for the 
future. 

Next came Paula Carnell, an 
international bee consultant. Her starting point was that, due to soil depletion, the 
nourishment obtained from vegetables eaten by humans was decreasing. It followed 
that the bees' diet was being similarly depleted and we should supplement their diet 
with essential minerals. 

She believes that if we are handling and treating bees, we should think first of the 
effect on them rather than the effect that the beekeeper is trying to achieve.  What 
makes humans ill, eg, stress, exposure to viruses, disruption of habitat, will also 
adversely affect the bees.  

The most optimistic note of the day, however, was provided by Professor Stephen 
Martin from Salford University. Analysis of bee losses over the country had provided 

an interesting group of clusters 
where bee losses were very 
low or no losses at all had been 
reported. Detailed analysis had 
shown that there was a statistical 
correlation between survival and 
hives which had not been treated 
for varroa, and, furthermore, 
there was evidence of a genetic 
component. 

He cautioned against stopping 
varroa treatment immediately, 
but instead advised phasing it 

The speakers: Dr Anthony Willams, Paula Carnell and 
Professor Stephen Martin

A good opportunity to network
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Going With the Flow
Part 8: What! No Honey?

Andy Bullen
It’s August, and all’s good with the Flowhive.  The bees show no signs of swarming 

and are very healthy.  I remind myself that the aim is not to kill them through my own 
incompetence in the summer; and keep them alive with care and attention through 
the winter.  

During my previous inspection I managed to remove two cable-tied National 
frames and replace them with Langstroth.  One of the Langstroths is a frame with 
no foundation.  I am a little worried about giving them a naked frame but the girls 
have covered the frame very quickly with wax and capped the cells.  The colour is a 
lovely biscuit shade.  I don’t want to go all Greta Thunberg but I really like the idea 
of keeping bees for the planet, with the honey as a bonus.  Having said that, I really 
would like them to get a move on and start storing honey in the Flowframes.  It's not 
that they won’t entertain the idea of touching the Flowframes; quite the opposite, 
they are all over them and in significant numbers.  I hope it’s just a long propolising 
session and when it smells or feels right, they will be fine.

Spraying sugar on the Flowframes seemed to have some effect.  This time I smear 
a little wax I chivvied off the top of the frames in the brood chamber, in the hope this 
will encourage them to use upstairs as their honey store. I leave the Apiary with new 
hope.

I return the following Sunday.  They are in and out like machine gun bullets.  I 
remove the roof in the usual way and place it on the concrete blocks, remove the 
crown board and loosen the Flowframes (they still propolise the frames).  The first 
frame is full of bees - no honey.  The second frame - reasonably full of bees - no 
honey.  It’s not looking good as I inspect the remaining frames.   They are in amongst 
the Flowframes in great numbers but no flipping honey! 

Once home, I consult the online Flowhive forum. There are lots of interesting 
comments on why the bees do not use the Flowframes initially.  It could be the nectar 

out slowly over several years. 
The good news, however, is 
that as beekeepers we need 
do nothing. Healthy varroa-
free colonies will spread 
using natural processes if we 
let them. 

Hazel Vallis, the local Bee 
Inspector, rounded off the 
day with a report on AHAT 
and advice to ensure that our 
bees are properly fed, given 
the weather. Some of the delegates
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Where do your queens and 
drones go to mate?  

If drones from a newly 
introduced colony can be found 
in the local mating area within 
ten minutes of release it must 
be obvious to a bee, yet it is not 
obvious to a human.  

Help identify what might lie 
behind the phenomenon. 

You can take part in a DARG 
project to identify sites and thus, 
perhaps, their common factors.  

A DCA Hunting Research Pack will be provided to any DBKA member or group who 
wishes to join the quest.  

Your contribution to the cost will be £10 for lure, information and guidance notes 
to get you started, and report form.  The lure is about 50 queen-equivalents of 
crystalline 9-ODA pheromone ready for dilution (instructions provided).  You will 
provide the means to elevate the lure (your 
choice is long rods, balloons, kites, etc) and 
you can then go prospecting.  

Data should be collected between 1 May - 
31 July, with particular emphasis on mid-May 
to mid-July, and any successful observations 
reported to DARG by the end of August.

Go on, have some fun.  Get some exercise.   
Perhaps even contribute to our apicultural 
knowledge. 

Email: dca@darg.org.uk to sign up, or text 
Richard Simpson on 07900 492242 to discuss 
further.     

Hunting a Drone Congregation Area (DCA)
A DARG Citizen Science Project

Richard Simpson

flow, although as it’s summer in the Cockington Apiary I don’t think this is the case.  I 
then read this: First the bees tend to seal the joins in the top and bottom of each cell. 
They will use either new wax they produce or recycle wax from elsewhere in the hive.  
Rather than not using the Flowframes they are preparing them.  My mind is at rest, 
I’m not expecting honey now as there are a lot of cells to prepare.  I just want to keep 
them alive.

Next month: Gas masks at the ready!
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On New Year’s morning, for reasons then unknown, I woke up with a mental image 
of the painting by Jacques-Louis David of Jean Paul Marat, murdered in his bath tub 
by Charlotte Corday 227 years ago. 

You may be familiar with the painting.  Marat droops to one side, a green drape 
covers most of the tub, a quill dangles in his right hand, and a sheet of paper in his 
left hand lists Girondin leaders who, he had just promised his assassin, would be 
sent to the guillotine within the week. 

David completed his work four months after the assassination and it was as he 
imagined or wanted it to have happened. His image, very much in the Classical 
Romantic style, is radically different to an etching by Domenico Pellegrini, completed 
at the same time, but it is the former that is best known, to the point that we accept 
it as the way it actually occurred, ignoring the licence of the artists’ imagination and 
the  biases that came with the commission. David and Marat knew each other well - 
both were members of the National Convention - but there is no hint in the painting 
of what is described as Marat’s ‘hideous visage’ so as not to detract from his rapidly 
rising heroic status.  A political martyr was created and the painting stands, in the 
words of Albert Boime, as a moving testimony to what can be achieved when an 
artist's political convictions are directly manifested in his work.  

What was it that persuaded a young woman from the provinces, physically 
beautiful by all accounts, to assassinate him?  And does our perception of the 
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painting change when it is placed in a larger 
context?

Jean Paul Marat was born in 1743 in what is 
now Switzerland, with several physical deformities 
(he was less than 5’ tall with a head too big for 
his body) and scrofulosis, a skin disease that 
causes severe itching. Clearly, he was intelligent, 
well educated in a variety of fields, and attracted 
attention not least for his fearsome temper - in one 
case he was rescued by the intervention of none 
other than Johann Goethe.  

Shortly after the outbreak of the French 
Revolution in May, 1789, Marat published L’Ami 
du Peuple, a newspaper which quickly became 
the voice of the revolutionaries. Marat described 
real or alleged opponents of the revolution as 
public enemies and, by publishing their names, 

effectively handed them over to the people for revenge. An order was issued for his 
arrest in October, and after a period of hide and seek with the police, during which 
he aggravated his scorfulosis by occasionally hiding in the Paris sewers, he was 
interrogated and released in time to become a member of the Jacobin Club. One 
year later he was elected to the National Convention, a political body which many see 
as the culmination of the ideals of the Revolution. 

The September Massacres of 1792, sparked 
by fear as the new revolutionary army suffered 
a series of defeats against conservative forces, 
introduced a violent and cruel aspect to the 
Revolution, for which Marat was held by many, 
including his future assassin, to be responsible.  
Masses of revolutionaries stormed the prisons 
and killed not only opponents of the revolution but 
also many politically innocent prisoners, including 
women, priests, and children. 

Marie-Anne Charlotte de Corday d’Armont, was 
born in Caen, Normandy, in 1768. Descended 
from a minor noble family, educated in a convent 
and royalist by sentiment, she was familiar with 
the ideals of the Enlightenment after encountering 
the writings of Plutarch, Voltaire and Rousseau in 
the Abbey library attached to the convent. In 1792 
Caen had become a haven for the Girondins (the prime opponents of the Jacobins) 
and in May, 1793, aged 24, Charlotte left for Paris, theoretically to work for the 
Girondin cause but in practice with only one thing on her mind. 

She had given much thought as to how to kill Marat and thus, she hoped, end 
the violence. I killed one man to save a hundred thousand, she was to say at her 

Jean Paul Marat 
by Jacques-Louis David

Etching by Domnico Pelligrini
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trial. She chose July 14th as the date, the fourth anniversary of the Storming of the 
Bastille, and planned to stab him in front of the National Assembly.  But Marat was 
confined to his house by his scrofulosis, and under the pretext that she wanted 
to denounce some Girondists from her hometown, she talked her way into his 
apartment.  Marat could write best in a bath, comforted by the warmth of the water, 
which is where she found him. After a short conversation, she stabbed him in the 
throat and chest with such force that a large artery ruptured and Marat died almost 
immediately.   

Charlotte was arrested on site without resistance.   She appeared before the 
Revolutionary Tribunal, serene and composed, and went to the guillotine three days 
later. 

How Charlotte Corday was viewed at the time depended on party affiliation. The 
Jacobins were appalled and sought to denigrate her name. Royalists looked upon 
Corday as a naive martyr, an innocent caught up in the intense emotions of the times, 
while the Girondins found her deed heroic but also deprecated what they called “the 
useless crime.” The more immediate impact was that the Reign of Terror intensified, 
Marat became a martyr, his bust replaced a religious statue in Paris and a number of 
place names were changed to honour him.

So, how does this relate to honey bees?   First, just as David’s Romantic-style 
painting created the lens through which many still view the event of July 14, 1793, 
what is the equivalent lens through which each of us views honey bees?   How are 
our earliest impressions formed, how pervasive and how accurate are they?  Are 
they idealised and fanciful with an element of truth woven into the poetic licence, or 
are they sober, practical and faithful to reality?  Perhaps they are as fanciful as the 
writings and illustrations of A A Milne, author of Winnie the Pooh and a pot labelled 

homehardware
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At 164 Fore Street, Exeter
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Hives, frames, foundations and tools.
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“Hunny,” but I suspect that today they are from the media and that they are of 
dubious accuracy (the Seinfeld Bee Movie, for example).  I am struck by how afraid 
my 4-year old grandson is of bugs - all bugs - which he is convinced will hurt him; his 
two older siblings do not have this anxiety.  Or of the mother who pulled her young 
son away from an observation hive saying that he would get stung if he went close.  
Certainly, some caution is necessary in the interests of survival, but what does it take 
to nullify early emotional messages of unbounded fear?

Secondly, the names Corday and Marat are frequent occurrences in crossword 
puzzles, and there might be some understanding of their historical roles from various 
history classes, but what changes when one expands the context, even in a summary 
as cursory as the one above?  

Sometimes it takes a tragedy to attract attention. Because of the publicity 
surrounding Colony Collapse Disorder, there has been an increased awareness of 
terms like bees (often in an alarmist sense, such as the popular quote misattributed 
to Einstein) pollination and honey.  A realisation of the distance bees need to fly to 
collect the nectar to make one pound of honey, or the number of flowers visited, 
instigates an appreciation not only of the industry of the honey bee but also of the 
monetary value of the produce (not least if one adds that should the bees charge us 
minimum wage for their efforts, that same jar of honey would cost in excess of one 
million dollars!).  Knowledge of the ingredients of honey increase the awareness of its 
value as a food source and a medicinal resource rather than simply as a sweetener.  
A sensitivity towards the role and relative value of pollination in terms of what we 
eat, never mind the susceptibility of bees of all kinds to monocultures, chemicals and 
pathogens, helps us appreciate those things that we do not witness first-hand and 
which can so easily be taken for granted. 

The awareness that honey bees are defensive, compared to wasps and hornets, 
can lead to the tolerance and appreciation that comes with understanding, never 
mind the ability to distinguish say, between a honey bee and a yellow jacket, and to 
respond appropriately.  

But most importantly the more one delves into the world of the honey bee the more 
one becomes environmentally sensitive and can thus make opportune decisions as 
to where and how one spends one’s money, which is the real power each of us has. 

Like Charlotte Corday, those who were passionate about the state of the 
environment were initially denigrated with terms like 'tree huggers'.  Some viewed 
them as naive idealists, even trouble-mongers, and others as heroic but impractical. 
Meanwhile climate change (or what the late writer, Nadine Gordimer, called ‘an 
environmental holocaust’) has continued, with horrific results dramatically illustrated 
by the Australian bush fires (a billion animals are estimated to have died in those 
fires, and the habitat and food sources for many more have been destroyed) 
while one young woman, seven years younger than was Charlotte, was named 
2019 Person of the Year by Times Magazine - Greta Thurnberg.  Both women are 
characterised as audacious and confident, both feature a personal crusade, and 
Greta’s words are as pointed as was Charlotte’s knife. 

No Virginia, apples don’t come from Aisle 8 in the supermarket.  You and I are here 
because of a few inches of vulnerable top soil that are threatened as never before 
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by monocultures, the agri-chemical industries, and a rather selfish lifestyle. Life - all 
life - is the result of a delicate balance that has taken millions of years to create, and 
we destroy it at our peril.  Beekeepers have witnessed these threats first-hand for 
several decades; like a romantic painting, a small insect can encapsulate something 
so much more comprehensive than itself. I understand a little better the message of 
that mental image on January 1st:  the challenge is to keep searching for the bigger 
context, which means peeling away the layers that others, with their own agendas 
and partisanship, use to distract us from the core issues. 

Over the years a number of queries have arisen about the insurance cover BBKA 
has arranged for its Members, so the following information is designed to help 
Members understand the cover they have.  This information should be taken as 
indicative only - the final wording is that contained in the policy and the interpretation 
rests with the insurance company.

BBKA has appointed Aston Lark (formerly Buckland Harvester) as its insurance 
brokers; https://www.astonlark.com.  You can find policy documents and certificates 
on the BBKA website: www.bbka.org.uk/public-liabiity-insurance.

There are three insurance schemes - Third Party Public Liability and Products 
Liability insurance; “All Risks” Insurance; and Bee Diseases Insurance (BDI).

The Third Party Public and Products Liability insurance policy automatically 
covers all Honorary, Registered, Partner, Junior, UK-resident Individual Members and 
constituent associations (referred to collectively as “Members”) against any financial 
loss caused by a successful claim against them by a third party for injury or other 
loss deemed to have been caused by the Member, or their bees, whilst undertaking 
beekeeping activities or through the normal use of their hive products.  The limit of 
this cover is presently £10 million with each new claim carrying an excess of £250 for 
third party property damage claims that is payable by the Member. 

This policy does not cover equipment against all risks including theft.  See below.  
The Liability policy’s £250 excess is a market-standard feature in the UK.  It exists 

to impose an element of responsibility on the insured person so as to minimise 
recklessness.  The excess is limited in scope as it only applies to allegations of 
property damage.  Claims alleging an injury are never subject to an excess.   
Additionally, the excess is not payable during the defence phase of the claim.  
Insurers will provide full assistance and defend against the claim as robustly as 
possible.  The excess is only payable when the decision is taken to make a payment 
to the Third Party.  If the claim is successfully defended, no excess is payable.  The  
Insurers review the level of excess regularly in conjunction with the BBKA, but this 
must be balanced with premium considerations, as insurers require higher premiums 
for lower excess levels.

Registered, Partner, Junior and Honorary Members who are UK residents are 
covered automatically for insurance as part of their payment of membership fees.

Insurance Cover for BBKA Mambers
Barry Neal, DBKA General Secretary
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The public are covered on Taster Days when acting under the direct supervision of 

a Member of the BBKA.
Bees, obviously, cannot be sued, so it is the beekeeper that is covered.  If a claim 

is made against BBKA Member, John, for a loss he caused while looking after Mary’s 
bees during her holiday, then John is covered even though the bees are not his.  
Even if Mary is not a Member, as long as John is a Member, he will be covered if he  
is named in the action.  If it becomes apparent that it was actually Mary that was 
responsible for the loss and she is named in the action, the policy will only protect her 
if she is a Member.

You are covered to collect bees that have swarmed provided it is part of your 
normal beekeeping activities.  If you charge reasonable expenses then this will not 
affect your cover.  However, if you make a business out of swarm collection this 
would be viewed differently.  You would need normal Commercial Insurance for this  
business activity which is not covered by the BBKA policy.

The policy notes a maximum working limit of 3 metres (applying to the beekeeper, 
not the swarm).  Broadly  speaking, you should not attempt any work for which 
you do not have adequate equipment, training or experience.  The policy does not 
cover reckless acts, so if you are in doubt seek guidance from someone with  
the relevant experience or training, or preferably use an alternate method that would 
avoid you having to climb to height.

You are covered for Product Liability if anyone makes a claim against you.  The 
BBKA policy only covers  primary hive products - defined as wax, honey and propolis 
with no other added ingredients.  Some examples of covered products are pure 
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honey, lip balms consisting of honey and beeswax with no extra ingredients, and  
candles with no perfumes or colourings.  The restriction applies because if a product 
with added ingredients proves to be faulty, it is difficult and sometimes impossible to 
prove whether it was the hive ingredient or additive at fault.  For instance, if cakes 
were covered, the insurance company would require lists of all products made and 
ingredients used by each and every Member, and every product would need to 
comply with food hygiene and production standards.  Premiums would be payable on 
an individual basis and therefore prohibitively high.   

The policy is designed for hobbyist BBKA Members, not commercial ventures or 
bee farmers.  With 40 colonies or more you would be eligible for Membership of the 
Bee Farmers’ Association (BFA).  As such, cover is provided up to a limit of 40 hives 
per person.  If you tend more than 40 hives by yourself you should apply for member-
ship of the BFA.  If you share responsibility for the hives with another member, then 
the hives can be treated as shared between you for insurance purposes.  Cover 
will not be invalidated as long as there are not more than 40 hives per person.  
Additionally, insurers view any operation with any direct employees as a  
commercial venture, which cannot be covered by the policy.

As a Registered, Partner or Junior Member, your cover starts the day you pay 
your subscription and receive a receipt.  However, if a claim arose between the time 
of payment and registration with the BBKA by DBKA, you would need to provide 
definitive proof that payment was made before the incident arose for a claim to be  
accepted.

Lapsed Members or Members awaiting renewal are still covered.  Technically they 
are in default and would not be covered.  However, if a claim arose, each case would 
be investigated and resolved on an individual basis.  In order to avoid this potential 
exposure, it is imperative that Members understand this exposure and pay all dues  
promptly.

The BBKA policy includes what is commonly referred to as Trustees Liability cover 
for all officials of the BBKA, associations and branches affiliated to the BBKA.  
It does not matter whether the organisation is a charity or not for this cover.  The 
amount covered is £2 million, with no applicable excess.

 DBKA and its Branches are covered for Public Liability Insurance when hiring a 
hall or similar for a beekeeping meeting or training, up to a limit of £10 million.

Regarding Junior Members, the policy makes no concession to the fact that legal 
arrangements for suing minors are more complex than suing an adult; it may not 
even be possible for a third party to bring a claim against a Junior Member, instead 
bringing a claim against the supervising beekeeper or, possibly, a Junior Member’s 
parent/guardian (who may or may not be a BBKA Member).  Junior Members (as 
with any other Member) are entitled to make a claim under the policy to defend 
themselves.  As long as the Junior Member was responsible for the activity that led to 
the incident, then the policy would respond to defend it, even if it was brought in the 
name of a parent/guardian who is not a Member.  It would simplify matters, and be 
good practice, if the parent/guardian of a Junior Member also become a member of 
BBKA.

Bee Diseases Insurance (BDI)   The BBKA policy does not provide cover if hives 
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have American or European Foul Brood.  BDI provides insurance for the replacement 
of beekeeping equipment should it have to be destroyed due to an incidence of 
a notifiable disease, such as European or American Foul Brood, and there is a 
separate premium.  Further information about how BDI Ltd operates can be found on 
the BDI website www.beediseasesinsurance.co.uk

“All Risks” Insurance: Aston Lark offers an All Risks Insurance Policy for 
Associations, Branches and individuals to cover loss or damage to their beekeeping 
property or equipment.  The terms of the policy are flexible to suit the needs of each 
Association or individual by direct negotiation with the Insurer.  Cover under this 
facility is not automatic.  For further information or a quote, go to  
www.beekeepersinsurance.co.uk.  There is a special discount for BBKA members 
and premiums start at £12 per year.

DBKA Insurance Cover  The DBKA insurance arranged through the NFU is 
to cover our liabilities to the Devon County Agricultural Association for the Devon 
County Show for everything that the BBKA insurance does NOT cover.  For example, 
All-Risks cover for the Show equipment storage (in public or private premises), 
transit, use at the Show (including trophies), and use anywhere in the UK.  It also 
includes Product Liability cover for anything that will be sold under our umbrella at 
the Show (including Taste of Honey sales) so we can cover people for the sale of 
non-primary hive products.  Legal cover is also included for both Public and Product 
Liability.

Updated 24th February 2020

For Sale
6 Frame Nuclei

Overwintered nuclei in strong  
non returnable corrugated travelling  

nuc boxes
BS National brood frames

Easy to handle dark British bees
2019 Queen marked green

Available for collection from end of 
March weather permitting - £160.00

Hive of bees £260.00

    Contact:   
Michael Symons    
Marston Lodge
Taddyforde Estate
New North Road
Exeter, EX4 4AT

    Tel: 01392 412249 / 07795 466130
    Email: mesymons@yahoo.co.uk

www.thebeeshop.co.uk

Quality Beekeeper 
Clothing 

At Affordable Prices

Full Suits, 
Smocks, Bee Vests & 

Veils 
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit  
from £55 (free postage)

Email: 
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
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Diary Dates

East Devon eastdevonbk.co.uk 01404 841629

Exeter exeterbeekeepers.org.uk 01392 832956

Holsworthy holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk 01237 440165

Newton Abbot nabk.org.uk rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon northdevonbees.org 07791 679283

Okehampton okehamptonbee.co.uk 01363 82361

Plymouth plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk 01752 338279

Tavistock events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com 07709 977646

Tiverton tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk 01363 860252

Torbay tbbk.co.uk 01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com 01803 866028

Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the Branch 
Secretary first. Contact details are: 

April
Thu 2 7:30pm East Devon Dan Basterfield The Beefarmer's Work Arounds 

(Kilmington Village Hall)
Sat 4 10:00am Exeter Beginner's Practicals (Exeter Apiary)
Sat 4 2:30pm East Devon Simon Foster My First Inspection (Hunthay Apiary)
Sun 5 10:00am Plymouth Improver's Meeting: Swarm Control/Frame 

Changing (Branch Apiary)
Sun 5 2:30pm Holsworthy Apiary Meeting (Dunsland Apiary)
Sat 11 10:00am Exeter Exeter Apiary Open
Sat 11 2:30pm East Devon Beginner's Course - Opening Hives (Hunthay 

Apiary)
Wed 15 6:30pm Tiverton Nosema Testing / Bees Under the Microscope 

(Uplowman Village Hall)
Sun 19 10:00am Plymouth Beginner's Course (4) (Branch Apiary)
Sat 18 10:00am Exeter Beginner's Practicals (Exeter Apiary)
Sat 18 2:00pm Torbay Apiary Spring Clean (Cockington, Torquay)
Sat 18 2:30pm East Devon John Badley Absolutely No More Swarms From Me! 

(Hunthay Apiary)
Sat 18 2:30pm Tiverton First Inspection (Knighthayes Apiary)
Sun 19 2:30pm Holsworthy Apiary Meeting (Dunsland Apiary)
Mon 20 7:00pm Torbay Meet the Beekeepers: bring a plate to share (St 

Paul's Church, Paignton)

Due to the ongoing situation with coronavirus, it is strongly recommended to 
check with Branch Secretaries before travelling to any event.
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Thu 23 7:00pm Okehampton Annual Dinner (Crediton Golf Club)
Sat 25 10:00am DBKA Devon County Show Committee Meeting

Sat 25 10:00am Exeter Exeter Apiary Open
Sat 25 2:00pm Newton Abbot Apiary Opening (Clay Lane Apiary)
Sat 25 2:30pm East Devon Beginner's Course - Getting Started (Hunthay 

Apiary)
Sun 26 10:00am Plymouth Apiary Maintenance / BBKA Basic Assessment 

Support (Branch Apiary)
Sun 26 2:00pm Tavistock Members Bee Tea, Lewdown
May
tba tba Newton Abbot Apiary open, check nabk,org.uk for times and 

activities (Clay Lane Apiary)
Sat 2 - 
Sun 3

10:00am Exeter David Packham Introduction to Beekeeping 
(Farringdon Village Hall)

Sat 2 2:00pm Torbay Teaching Session (Cockington Apiary)
Sat 2 2:30pm East Devon Alisdair Bruce Taking Other People's Swarms 

(Hunthay Apiary)
Sat 2 2:30pm Okehampton Apiary Meeting (Members Apiary tba)
Sun 3 10:00am Plymouth Improver's Meeting: Aggressive Bees/Queen 

Introduction (Branch Apiary)
Sun 3 2:30pm Holsworthy Apiary Meeting (Dunsland Apiary)
Sat 9 12:00pm North Devon Chris Slade Managing a Top-bar Hive 
Sun 10 10:00am Plymouth Beginner's Course (5) (Branch Apiary)
Sun 10 2:30pm East Devon David Packham Inspecting for Diseases (Hunthay 

Apiary)
Sat 16 10:00am Exeter Exeter Apiary Open
Sat 16 2:00pm Torbay Teaching Session (Cockington Apiary)
Sat 16 2:30pm Tiverton Shook Swarm and More (Knighthayes Apiary)
Sun 17 10:00am DBKA Volunteers for setting up the Show (Westpoint)

 
 

Answer to mystery object on page 55.
It's the underside of a comb cutter used for 
cutting out 250g sections of honey comb.
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